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Brief overview of CRISPR-Cas9

1987 – first identified by a 
Japanese Team at Osaka Uni

Work through the 1990’s to 
study the unusual repeating 
patterns

2002 – Rudd Jansen and team 
name ‘CRISPR’ and the 
accompanying ‘CRISPR-
associated genes’ aka Cas9

2007 – Danisco identifies 
‘spacer’ sequences that provide 
bacteria with viral resistance.

2008 – Eugene Koonin et al., 
recognize that CRISPR and Cas9 
work together to disable viruses

2012 – Doudna, Charpentier 
and team, publish CRISPR-Cas9 
as a tool for cutting DNA in a 
test tube (Jinek et al., Science, 
2012)

2013 – multiple labs publish on 
how to edit genomes in human 
cells with CRISPR/Cas9

2016 – Alexis Komor and 
colleagues develop first base 
editor (Liu lab) using Cas9 
fusion protein



• Cas9: The OG workhorse 
• isolated from S.pyogenes, relatively large
• stringent PAM requirements but complimentary specifications not very stringent  = off-targets

• Cas9 variants: recognize different PAM sequences
• SaCas9, NmCas9, StCas9, FnCas9, CjCas9, ScCas9…

• Cas9 nickases: can use 2 gRNAs
• HfCas9: various high fidelity versions
• xCas9: broad range of PAM sequences
• dCas9: catalytically inactive, blocks transcription, used for CRISPRa/i or for fluorescent 

applications
• CasX and CasY: most compact and naturally-occuring
• Cas12a (Cpf1): well-suited to AT-rich regions, cuts ssDNA after binding target
• Cas13a, 13b, 13c, 13d: RNA editors
• Cas14a: does not need a PAM sequence, cuts target ssDNA, then will cut off-target 

ssDNA

Many innovative forms of Cas9!



Previous iPSC models in repeat-associated diseases

Dimos, Rodolfa, Niakan (2008) – iPSCs from fALS patient differentiated into MNs

Ebert, Yu, Rose (2009) – iPSC model from SMA patient

Soldner, Hockemeyer, Beard (2009) – iPSC model from PD patient

Almeida, Zhang, Copplola (2012) – iPSC model of FTD (progranulin-deficient FTD)

HD iPSC Consortium (2012) – iPSC model from HD patients (expansion-associated phenotypes)

Israel, Yuan, Bardy (2012) – another set of iPSC models from sAD and fAD

Juopperi, Kim, Chiang (2012) – iPSCs from HD patient differentiated into astrocyte model
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The Question:
Can CRISPR/Cas9 be used to correct the C9orf72 repeat expansion? If so, does 
it stop/reverse disease phenotype?

Rationale:
Previous studies have only employed CRISPR/Cas9 via NHEJ to edit the repeat 
tract, and have not made proper isogenic controls à difficult to evaluate 
changes in markers disease pathology.

Principal Conclusion:
Complete correction of iPSC line derived from C9-positive ALS/FTD patient 
using CRISPR/Cas9 and HDR. Genetic architecture of locus preserved, and all 
markers of disease phenotype restored to WT levels.
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  Conclusion:

  Edited iPSC lines 
  - carried 2 (GGGGCC)n repeats 
  - had no other significant changes to the genome (per SNP analysis)
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HB9 Early marker for MN differentiation. (Also known as MNX1.)

ISL1 Expressed by all classes of MNs early in differentiation. 

OLIG2 Nuclear protein expressed in progenitor MNs and sometimes detectable in mature MNs.

SMI32 Marker of mature MNs – stains neuronal cell body via recognition of LMN-enriched 
neurofilament heavy chain (NFH).

ChAT Useful for identifying any cholinergic neuron – best for mature MN identification. 
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Conclusion: Gene editing process had no effect on MN differentiation; 

similar morphology and differentiation efficiencies seen across all lines. 
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Adapted from Balendra & Isaacs, 2019, NatRevNeurol.
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Conclusion: 

Patient iPSCs have decreased levels of transcription of V1 and V2, while the 
edited and WT lines have similar levels of transcription.

Protein expression is reported similar across iPSMNs regardless of expansion.
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the 5’ region 
upstream of the 
(GGGGCC)n repeat
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Bisulfite sequencing 
at all 25 CpG sites in 
the 5’ region 
upstream of the 
(GGGGCC)n repeatConclusion: 

CpG island 5’ of repeat is highly methylated in the patient iPSMNs.
 

After editing, the methylation signal appears to be reversed/lost.
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Conclusion: 

Sense and antisense RNA foci are present at significantly 
higher levels in the patient iPSMNs.

RNA foci are absent in the WT and edited iPSMNs.
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Conclusion: 

Characteristic sense-DPRs are detected in the patient iPSMNs.

After editing to contract the repeat expansion, the DPR pathology is corrected.
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Cleaved caspase-3:

Implicated as an “effector” caspase associated 
with initiation of apoptotic signaling pathway.
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Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 (G3BP1):

Has DNA & RNA/RNA, RNA/DNA unwinding capabilities.

à Can initiate stress granule formation.
à Labelled G3BP1 is a marker for stress granules. 



Figure 5

Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 (G3BP1):

Has DNA & RNA/RNA, RNA/DNA unwinding capabilities.

à Can initiate stress granule formation.
à Labelled G3BP1 is a marker for stress granules. 

Poly(A)-binding protein (dPABP):

à Detects RNA granules, which are linked to 
neurodegenerative diseases

(RNA granules & RNA-binding proteins regulate RNA 
biogenesis; there is a relationship between stress granules 
and neuronal RNA granules.)
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Conclusion: 

Common indicators of cell stress/death are significantly higher 
in the expansion-carrying iPSMNs. 

Edited cell lines have these markers decreased to near-WT levels.
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Jake Lever, Martin Krzywinski & Naomi Altman

“High-dimensional data are very common in biology and arise when 
multiple features, such as expression of many genes, are measured for 
each sample. This type of data presents several challenges that PCA 
mitigates: computational expense and an increased error rate due to 
multiple test correction when testing each feature for association with an 
outcome. PCA is an unsupervised learning method and is similar to 
clustering — it finds patterns without reference to prior knowledge 
about whether the samples come from different treatment groups or 
have phenotypic differences.”
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Adjusted p-value = 0.03
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• Novel strategy for targeting the repeat for correction – not just removal.

• Thorough validation of the edited iPSCs 

• Thorough characterization of the differentiated iPSMNs

Overall: excellent proof-of-concept

Strengths of this paper



• Only a single patient cell line used

• Percentage of clones that were successfully edited? 
• Hard to know due to early puromycin selection – has implication for therapeutic use

• RAN-translated DPRs: none of the proline-rich DPRs examined

• Transcript analysis: not sure about conclusions for individual variants

• DE analysis comparison - reveals that small differences can create widely 
divergent results
• highlights that gene expression profiling is very much specific to a study

• Off-target effects – less than one sentence addressing this in discussion

Areas for improvement



• Methylate the (GGGGCC)2 repeat tract and then assess upstream 
methylation in the promoter region

• Could help to deconvolute cause of promoter methylation: methylation of the repeat 
tract or expansion of the repeat tract?

• Suggest CRISPR/Cas9 HR as a future therapeutic strategy
• Need to overcome low HR in mature neurons

• Simple model organism – phenotype reversal?

• Excellent tool - many possibilities for in cellulo work to create isogenic lines

Future Directions


